Local and global processes in surface lightness perception.
Various demonstrations show that a target of constant luminance can be made to appear darker in perceived lightness merely by introducing an adjacent region of higher luminance. This has often been interpreted as a manifestation of contrast effects produced by lateral inhibition, a relatively local process. An alternative interpretation holds that the highest luminance in such a display serves as an anchor that defines the white level. This interpretation is global in the sense that the anchor need not be located near any particular target in order to serve as its standard. Edge integration processes have been postulated that would enable such remote comparisons, but there is controversy about the strength of these processes. We report a series of experiments in which local and global processes were assessed. Specifically, we tested whether the introduction of a higher luminance has a greater darkening effect on an adjacent target than on a remote target. We found no difference, suggesting that the darkening effect is a matter of anchoring, not contrast, and that edge integration processes required by anchoring are relatively strong.